The state of the healthcare system of any country is, inextricably, an indicator of the overall performance of the country – it is one of the most important parameters that shows the separation between the First World and the Third. Yet a country like South Africa (SA) is able to boast First-World status to a certain extent, while at the same time, more than half of its population lives in dire poverty.

This article focuses on how the unequal and unjust distribution of basic healthcare services to people of colour in apartheid SA laid the foundation for these disparities, and has allowed whiteness to remain the definitive currency in receiving the best healthcare possible in SA, 24 years into our democracy. It first defines healthcare disparities in the context of the SA population, understanding the role that the government should play in protecting vulnerable patients, and exploring the role that medical students can play in protecting patients from being subjected to injustice.
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By the time they graduate, South African (SA) health sciences students are armed with all the necessary tools required to diagnose and treat patients. However, patient care is comprised of more than simply identifying and treating a combination of symptoms. A patient’s state of health is determined by more than biological factors – the circumstances that they face outside the hospital setting directly affect their wellbeing as well. Identifying vulnerable patients and managing their health holistically should therefore be an integral part of health education. This will ensure a future in which SA healthcare professionals apply the biopsychosocial approach in patient care. The country’s healthcare system is currently riddled with structural and systemic barriers that exist because of its tumultuous history. These barriers are yet to be rectified to provide healthcare that is equitable and accessible to all South Africans. This article deals with the role that the health sciences students of today play in identifying the various ways in which the current SA health system benefits certain demographics, while leaving others marginalised and without access to appropriate healthcare. The role that students can play in advocating for the rights of the patient who is denied equitable healthcare, and the skills required to do so, are also explored.
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This article focuses on how the unequal and unjust distribution of basic healthcare services to people of colour in apartheid SA laid the foundation for these disparities, and has allowed whiteness to remain the definitive currency in receiving the best healthcare possible in SA, 24 years into our democracy. It first defines healthcare disparities in the context of the SA population, understanding the role that medical education goes far beyond merely educating students. The process of medical education also socialises students, introducing them into the society of fellow healthcare professionals. This socialisation may lead to a blunting of an individual’s moral compass; as young professionals, they come to accept what would previously have been unacceptable to them. Even in an unflawed system this can be problematic, and is clearly more so in a flawed one.

Yesterday’s leaders may have thought that they had solved the problems of inequality, or at least taken an important step in the right direction. How refreshing to see tomorrow’s leaders, today’s students, critically reassessing and commenting on where we are now. The importance of encouraging students to reflect on moral issues in medicine cannot be underestimated. It was for exactly this reason that Medical Protection became involved in supporting the annual University of the Witwatersrand’s Medical Protection Society bioethics essay competition – now in its 10th year. It is with pleasure that I introduce Neo Ramagaga’s winning essay, ‘Witnessing injustice: What is the student’s role in advocating for patients?’
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In answering the above questions, Daniels puts forth a theory that states that firstly, health is of special moral importance because it affects the way in which people function and the opportunities that may become available to them because of their level of functioning. Secondly, Daniels argues that health inequalities are unjust when access to healthcare is unfairly distributed. Lastly, fairness in healthcare is attained when a fair process delineates a course of action that is legitimate, and is defined by unbiased, ‘limit-setting’ decisions.

Thus injustice in the context of healthcare is defined as a state in which a patient is subjected to inadequate healthcare, either because the service is comparatively inequitable, and/or because the lack of healthcare for said patient negatively affects their level of functioning, and therefore the opportunities that they are able to pursue.

History of healthcare in South Africa

In the 1960s, the average lifespan was approximately 65 years for white men and 72 for white women, but only 51 for black men and 59 for black women. This was a direct result of the SA apartheid government’s deregulation of public health, allowing the private health sector and those who had access to it - white South Africans - to flourish. Under the Group Areas Act No. 41 of 1950 black African people were forced to live in ‘Bantustans’ and were to essentially function independently of various governmental support structures. Black people were severely marginalised, and were afforded little to no healthcare in these segregated areas. The few healthcare practitioners of colour available in the areas were heavily burdened with the immense patient load, and eventually, they could attend only to patients in dire need of medical attention. This was not made any easier by the fact that the development of traditional SA medicine had suffered and dwindled under oppressive colonial pressures for many years before apartheid even began. By the time of apartheid, traditional African medicine had become severely stigmatised, and the practice was then further marginalised by apartheid policy (the Witchcraft Suppression Act No. 3 of 1957 and the Witchcraft Suppression Amendment Act No. 3 of 1970) declared the practice of traditional African medicine unconstitutional, as it was believed that African healing had roots in dark magic/witchcraft. Under these harrowing conditions, SA black people had neither Western nor traditional African medicine to turn to – increasing their burden of disease and resulting in their poor life expectancy statistics.

By 2009, 15 years into SA’s democracy, the average life expectancy for white South Africans was 71, while the life expectancy for the average South African was only 54.68. With white South Africans constituting only 8% of the total SA population, it was clear that even after the abolishment of apartheid, white South Africans still enjoyed a higher standard of healthcare than black South Africans. The evident disparity can be attributed to two very important factors, both heavily impacted by the socioeconomic realities of the country – the first being access to adequate healthcare, and the second being the differential burden of disease between black and white South Africans.

Inequities in healthcare access

Access to adequate healthcare in post-apartheid SA has been affected by various intersecting factors, but some of the most remarkable effects on healthcare access are best exemplified by the drastic inequality between the public and private healthcare sectors. Private healthcare, as their sole healthcare service, is used by only 14% of South Africans, yet it accounts for approximately 60% of national healthcare expenditure. The private sector, which developed enormously under the apartheid regime, is not primary-healthcare centred, unlike the public sector. It has been criticised because patient care is often augmented to include unnecessary procedures, leading to inflated costs for patients, and further increasing the exclusivity of the service. Even with 28% of South Africans making use of both private and public healthcare services, the free services provided by the public sector remain the only accessible option for the masses of South Africans who cannot afford private healthcare – resulting in the overburdening of an already under-resourced public healthcare system.

Differential burden of disease

The World Health Organization (WHO) describes the relationship between health and socioeconomic factors as one of great interdependence. The WHO details how factors such as one’s income and social status, physical environment and education level all impact and are impacted by one’s state of health, thus perpetuating the cycle of poverty in the already poor, and helping to maintain the comforts of the privileged. Limited access to adequate healthcare since the end of apartheid rule has severely contributed to maintaining the burden of disease that was established due to the dire circumstances emanating from the time of the Group Areas Act. This, coupled with the restrictions that were imposed upon black people in order to keep them economically and educationally disadvantaged, perpetuated the vicious and unjust cycle that is implicated in the differential burden of disease seen between white and black South Africans to this day.

It should be made clear, however, that the focus herein is on the inherent burden of disease of SA black peoples that are either a direct or indirect result of apartheid. This therefore excludes the disparities seen among racial groups that have a purely biological and/or genetic basis, e.g. oculocutaneous albinism type 2, which is fairly common among black Africans, but almost never affects whites, or melanoma, which is prevalent among SA white women but almost never affects black African, coloured or Indian women.

There are several ways in which the SA healthcare system has been unjust, particularly to black citizens. Firstly, the inability to access healthcare affects the normal functioning of patients, and infringes on their ability to acquire new opportunities, which, according to Daniels, is not only unjust but also immoral. The differential burden of disease as seen between the white and black populations of SA reflects the inequity of healthcare among the different racial groups, which is also considered unjust under Daniels’ theory.
Post-apartheid strategies for reform

Since the end of apartheid, several measures have been put in place by post-apartheid administrations to advance health equity, which is defined as ‘everyone having a fair opportunity to attain their full health potential without being disadvantaged from achieving this potential’.[3,20] With the appointment of Nelson Mandela as the president of the Republic in 1994, the new ruling party, the African National Congress (ANC), with technical support from the WHO and the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), devised a National Health Plan that would ensure that healthcare in the country would no longer revolve around ‘curative and private medicine’, but would instead have a focus on primary healthcare and would ‘change medical culture to provide the best care possible’.[24] Practically, this involved educating the public on issues of healthcare, as well as the building of many new clinics.[22,24] Addressing the social determinants of health also became a priority to the post-apartheid administration, as the relationship between socioeconomic factors and health was identified as a contributor to the burden of disease.[24] However, the development of the primary-healthcare-centred public sector could only go so far, considering the severe shortage of healthcare workers available within the public sector.[19] In 2010, the WHO estimated that only 30% of all SA physicians were working in the public sector.[79] Despite the fact that the public sector provides healthcare to more than 80% of the SA population.[19] A recently published study in the South African Medical Journal cited reasons such as the inadequacy of the working conditions and workplace security as directly affecting doctors’ decisions to enter the private sector, or to leave SA entirely.[20] Nevertheless, despite the shortcomings of some elements of the National Health Plan, one of the most effective of the efforts at recompense was the introduction of certain standard protocols that would work to regulate the provision of healthcare,[22] which satisfies one of the conditions necessary to ensure justice in healthcare, according to Daniels’ theory.[6] The implementation of the National Health Insurance (NHI) is the SA government’s latest large-scale method to advance health equity in the country. The government describes the NHI as ‘a financing system that will make sure that all the citizens of SA (and legal long-term residents) are provided with essential healthcare, regardless of their employment status and ability to make a direct monetary contribution to the NHI Fund’.[215] This is a significant measure of redress on the SA government’s part and, if successful, will definitely increase access to better healthcare for the multitudes, and ultimately decrease the burden of disease in South Africans as a whole, but especially in black people, who have been more severely affected historically.

The role of students

Current SA health sciences students have the potential to effect a great deal of change in the country’s healthcare system, if they are properly equipped with the necessary tools to do so during their schooling. A consequence of medical education, as seen all over the world, is the desensitisation to patients that many health sciences students seem to undergo due to the dominating biomedical model of healthcare, which ‘attributes a key role to biological determinants in disease aetiology’ and never goes further than viewing patients outside their physical symptoms.[8,20] This emotional detachment from patients may impinge on the necessary ability of students, and so future doctors, to identify vulnerable people – who are defined as individuals whose human rights are more likely to be infringed upon, as a result of specific systemic barriers.[27] The type of vulnerability can be defined using either one or a combination of the following: cognitive, juridic, deferential, social, infrastructural, medical, or allocational.[27] In the context of healthcare justice, students need to be equipped with a set of skills that will help them to identify vulnerable patients and treat them without further marginalising them. The course of treatment should take into account all of the intersecting factors that have led to the patient’s vulnerability and/or state of ill health, and should not aggravate that state, but seek to protect the patient as far as possible.

This level of patient interaction and care would be best facilitated if the biopsychosocial model of healthcare were well ingrained in students, as opposed to taking the purely biomedical approach that is predominantly used in current medical practice.[29] The biopsychosocial model of health is simply defined as one that ‘takes into account all relevant determinants of health and disease, and that supports the integration of biological, psychological and social factors in the assessment, prevention and treatment of diseases’.[28] Under this model of healthcare, students of the health sciences would have a wider scope to use to determine the aetiology of certain conditions and to understand why there exists a difference in the burden of disease among different SA racial groups. In understanding the nature of the condition, they would be better equipped to manage patients’ health with long-term solutions, instead of merely alleviating the symptoms and not mitigating the actual problem.

Patient advocacy is also an important part of patient care that should be taught to SA medical students. Advocating for the rights of one’s patient can be a crucial part of affording the patient equitable healthcare, especially if (s)he is unable to advocate for him or herself.[30] However, there exists a fine line that ought not to be crossed, as inappropriate advocacy for one’s patient could be perceived as paternalistic in nature, and could effectively strip the patient of their agency.[29] A key skill to be adopted by students would encompass both an understanding of when to appropriately advocate for one’s patient, and the ability to discern when not to overstep the boundaries.

Conclusion

This article has explored the definition of healthcare injustice with the use of substantial examples within the context of SA healthcare. It has been shown that the disparities between the black and white populations of SA can essentially be reduced to two very important factors: unequal access to healthcare and the differential burden of disease – which are the results of the enduring effects of apartheid. It has also been noted that post-apartheid administrations have made some strides in an attempt to rectify what was thrown out of balance by apartheid policy and by colonial pressures even before that. The imminent implementation of the National Health Insurance is promising in that it will try to establish health equity in SA. The role that current health sciences students will one day have to play in protecting patients from being treated unjustly relies heavily upon the biopsychosocial model for the assessment, prevention and treatment of disease, as well as on patient advocacy.
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